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A central registry?

In what form?

Suppose that we have come upon a piece of industrial machinery 

which we think might be worth placing in preservation…



  

  

The candidate 



  

The candidate as seen by the proponent 



  

Another view of the candidate

Input $$

output=request for more $$



  

Look for the precedents 



  

Canada’s Historic Places

''A “historic place” is a structure, building, group of 

buildings, district, landscape, archaeological site 

or other place in Canada that has been formally 
recognized for its heritage value by an 

appropriate authority or jurisdiction.''



  

'' One of the ways you can help to protect a 

historic place is to have it formally recognized 

by your municipal, provincial, territorial or 

federal government. ''



  

Formal recognition = Involve the state 

Win recognition so that the state can become 

involved as the arbiter of rival proposals  

emerging within civil society. 

Or not. 



  

The candidate is not a place … is it a structure? 

Is it an artifact?

It is historic



  

The candidate as large historic thing  – 
artifact or structure? 



  



  

Photo: Michael H. Reichmann



  

If our candidate was an artifact we might seek guidance 
at a museum

 Museum of Science and Technology  collections policy 

 Transformation : ’’Scientific and Technological 

endeavour has transformed Canada and its Peoples.” 



  

''The products of historical research are Historical 

Assessments, which identify and analyze 

important concepts, ideas, objects and issues 

key to the historic development of scientific and 

technological endeavour...  ''



  

...In a “Canadian context”



  

 Science    Reduction to practice 

 Technology
 Medicine

 expansion of scale
 Industry    



  

Machines are devices to increase yield 

Yield has been directly proportionate to scale and 
speed

 tools have become large, heavy, and strong
 =metal

=corrosion

And automated
= complex in construction and composite in 

material



  

Bucket Wheel Excavator

Total Weight 13,500t (14,300 st)

Height 96m (315 ft)

Bucket Wheel Dia. 21m (69 ft)



  

Caterpillar D8R Dozer

Total Weight 32t (70,000 lb)



  

Operators cab

This is where the 
Dozer sat before

It was scooped up



  



  

Portable but ...

Most machinery is inherently portable, but 

Equipment that is big and complex is  best 

treated in groups and in situ

 bring preservation to the artifacts rather than 

artifacts to preservation



  

What about decontextualized 
machinery?

register...evaluate...protect and wait for...

• a request to have for exhibit

• A transfer to complete the equipment of another  
site

Protect = store or shelter 



  

Big industry implies big preservation 

If mechanized industry is about increasing yield by 

scaling up, then industry is not represented 

accurately unless some large scale sites or 

things are preserved



  

Why assume these particular burdens of care? 



  

Collections Policy : 

''Comprehension of the development of a culture, 

a technology, a technological system or the 

aesthetics of a period can be dramatically 
advanced by the use of artifacts in conjunction 

with other sources of information.''



  

Presence 

Embodied agents experience the world as

 proportion and complexity

Machines commemorate ingenuity 



  

surety

commemorative objects are the guarantors of an 

underlying mutuality between competing 

solidarities



  

Beyond differences  



  

Historic machinery of Ontario 

 What 
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 Whither



  



  



  



  

Hamilton Bayfront



  



  

Hamilton Bayfront



  



  

Windsor - Ford powerhouse
photo: Mike Beauchamp 



  



  

Toronto- High Level Station



  



  

Local museums



  

Private collections 



  



  

Regional museums and clubs 
Ameliasburg



  

Ameliasburg 



  

Caledonia Mill Corporation 



  

Caledonia Mill Corporation photo: C.Fleming



  

Behind walls and fences 

Forgotten or known only to a few 



  

Limbo 
Hamilton Camco powerhouse photo: Rod Paget



  

Photo: Rod Paget



  

Dundas post office photo: Stan Novak 



  

  Etc. etc.



  

City of Hamilton
draft official plan 

“industrial heritage” 

404 not found 

And yet the document seems very through...



  

''Quality of life 
and complete communities'' 

''Wise management and conservation of cultural heritage 

resources benefits the community. Cultural heritage resources 

include tangible features, structures, sites, or landscapes that, 

either individually or as part of a whole, are of historical, 

architectural, archaeological, or scenic value and represent 

intangible heritage, such as customs, ways-of-life, values, and 

activities. The resources may represent local, regional, 

provincial or national heritage interests and values.'' 



  

What qualifies? 

Designated properties

Properties listed as  being of Heritage Value or Interest

But also 

''properties that have yet to be surveyed, or otherwise identified, or 

their significance and cultural heritage value has not been 

comprehensively evaluated but are still worthy of conservation''



  

Obligation to conserve 

the City “shall ensure these cultural heritage properties are 

identified, evaluated and appropriately conserved 

through various legislated planning and assessment processes, 

including the Planning Act, the Environmental Assessment Act 

and the Cemeteries Act.”



  

Criteria to identify cultural heritage resources

a) prehistoric and historical associations with a theme of human history that is 
representative of cultural processes in the settlement, development and use of land in 
the City; 

b) prehistoric and historical associations with the life or activities of a person, group, 
institution or organization that has made a significant contribution to the City; 

c) architectural, engineering, landscape design, physical, craft and/or 

artistic value;

 
d) scenic amenity with associated views and vistas that provide a recognizable sense of 

position or place;
 
e) contextual value in defining the historical, visual, scenic, physical and functional 

character of an area; and,
 
f) landmark value.                             And etc



  

Commercial and Industrial Heritage Properties 

''The City shall encourage the intensification and adaptive reuse of  

commercial and industrial heritage properties. Any 

permitted redevelopment shall ensure, where possible, that the 

original building fabric and architectural features are 

retained and that any new additions will complement the existing 

building in accordance with the policies of this Plan.''



  

Provincial Policy Statement
defines the terms

Significant:

 means ...in regard to cultural heritage and archaeology, resources 

that are valued for the important contribution they make to our 

understanding of the history of a place, an event, or a people. 



  

Built heritage resources: 

means one or more significant buildings, structures, monuments, 

installations or remains associated with architectural, cultural, 

social, political, economic or military history and identified as 

being important to a community. These resources may be 

identified through designation or heritage conservation 

easement under the Ontario Heritage Act, or listed by 

local, provincial or federal jurisdictions.



  

Conserved: 

means the identification, protection, use and/or management of 

cultural heritage and archaeological resources in such a way that 

their heritage values, attributes and integrity are retained. 

This may be addressed through a conservation plan or heritage 

impact assessment.



  

Eureka 

Cultural heritage landscape: 

means a defined geographical area of heritage significance which has been modified by 

human activities and is valued by a community. It involves a grouping(s) of individual 

heritage features such as structures, spaces, archaeological sites and natural 

elements, which together form a significant type of heritage form, distinctive from that 

of its constituent elements or parts. Examples may include, but are not limited to, 

heritage conservation districts designated under the Ontario Heritage Act; and 

villages, parks, gardens, battlefields, mainstreets and neighbourhoods, cemeteries, 

trailways and industrial complexes of cultural heritage value.



  

Formal recognition

This document offers  formal recognition that in principle 

industrial complexes may be of cultural heritage value

the contents of those complexes (machinery) are attributes whose 

integrity should be respected, and which in some cases merit 

preservation

 for the contribution they may make to our understanding of the 

history of a place, an event or a people.



  

Industrial complex of cultural heritage value 

 



  

Former industrial complex of cultural heritage 
value 



  

A good easement candidate  
photo: Kaufman Footwear



  

Another view of the candidate 
Photo: Owen Bosma



  

Toronto Brick Heritage Easement Agreement 



  

Photo: Michael H. Reichmann



  

The machine which served as the point of departure for our 
discussion is a brick press. At present it is located  at the former 
Toronto Brick premises in the Don Valley. 

This yard was first designated by the City of Toronto in 2002. 

 In October of 2007 the brick machine became the subject, along 
with a number of other pieces of industrial machinery and the 
buildings which house or used to house them, of a Heritage 
Easement Agreement between the Ontario Heritage Trust and 
the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority. 

The purpose of the agreement is to conserve the “historic, 
architectural and aesthetic character and condition of the 
buildings and the property “ 



  

Not yet former Industrial complex

 



  



  

In June of 2007 the Steel Company of Canada shut down its hot 
strip rolling mill. This installation includes reheating furnaces and a 
roughing stand, a six stand finishing mill,  downcoilers and much 
else.

 



  

The roll stands were powered by motors operating on the 
obsolescent 25 Herz cycle, supplied until recently by the Canadian 
Niagara company's  generating station at Niagara Falls.  



  

The Hamilton bayfront site on which the hot strip mill sits 

used to yield  about 10 million a year in municipal tax. 

At Pier 22 a former Stelco mill was emptied of its 

machinery and is now in use by the Port Authority 

Limeridge mall pays 12 million a year -- but another 

smaller centre is in arrears. 



  

A site of this magnitude is onerous to carry. On the other hand it 

offers tourism potential just because of its size. Resources can 

be concentrated and there may also be capacity for holding  

other artifacts awaiting curatorial attention.. Moreover, in this 

particular case, the most common shortcoming of industrial 

preservation, the  absence of the living process, might be made 

up by visits to adjacent mills where production continues. 



  

Birmingham Sloss Furnace    Photo: Preservation in Pink 
Creative Commons



  

Monterey Fundidora from piranoias blog 



  

Historic machinery of Ontario 

 What Where

Whither



  

 As we saw, Hamilton’s official plan acknowledges the 

Ontario Heritage Act and the Planning Act, the 

Environmental Assessment Act  and the Cemeteries 

Act

No one thinks they are bound by the plan  



  

The plan is a bargaining tool...

or a regulative ideal 

The plan is a regulative ideal that provides 
opportunities for political struggle. 



  

Development or degradation ?



  

 



  

Conservation or devaluation?
From treehugger.com



  

Econo-matte siding 



  

Whither? – step one - register

how shall we obtain formal recognition for this or that piece of 

industrial machinery, as a prerequisite for having it placed in preservation? In 

other words, how shall we extend or  adapt or evolve the existing 
protocols by which significance is acknowledged for other “properties of cultural 

heritage value or interest.”



  

A precedent



  

Hamilton's Bridge Survey 

 criteria for heritage evaluation drawn up by a heritage planner

 The age qualifier was thirty-five years 

 160 structures evaluated



  

Survey form 

UTM reference: E: N: Asset/Bridge ID:

Street and crossing:

Former Municipality(ies): Date of 
survey(s):

Built heritage inventory file no:

Sketch and Photo plan

Cantilever [ ] Bailey [ ]

Other:

No. of spans : Single span [ ] Continuous 
span [ ] Multi-span [ ]

No. of spans [ ]

No. of lanes:

Construction period : Pre-1867 [ ] 1868-
1900 [ ] 1901-1939 [ ]

1940-55 [ ] Post 1955 [ ]

Date if known______________ 
Builder/Engineer if 
known__________



  

Survey form (cont) 

Abutment construction material(s):  
Stone [ ] Concrete [ ] Timber

[ ] Other_______________

Pier construction material:  Stone [ ] 
Concrete [ ] Timber [ ]

Other_______________

Superstructure construction material:  
Stone [ ] Wrought Iron [ ]

Steel [ ] Concrete [ ] Timber [ ]

Integrity:  Little Altered [ ] Altered [ ] 
Adversely Altered [ ]

Previous bridges/bridge site:

Historical associations (If known):

Person/group

Event

Activity or use

Documentation:

Group and/or landmark value :

Notes. 



  

Heritage evaluationHeritage evaluation  

Bridge & ID
Final Score
Criterion Points
Age 20%
Pre 1867 20
1868-1900 16
1901-1939 12
1940-1955 8
1956-1967 4

Materials 20%
Stone 20
Timber 15
Concrete 8
Steel 8
Design 15%
Unique 15
Unusual 10
Rare as survivor 10



  

Heritage evaluation (cont.)

Integrity 15%
No known material modifications 

15
Sympathetic modifications 10
Aesthetics and Environment
10% (Cumulative)
Ornamentation/Decoration 3
Remnants of Previous Bridge 

Site 3
Landmark 2
Gateway 2

Historical Association 18%
(Cumulative)
Person/Group 5
Event 5
Theme 5
Known/Prolific Builder 3
Documentation/Public Interest 

2%
Archived Information 2



  

Heritage evaluation (cont.) 

70+ Class A-Exceptional Heritage Value
55-69 Class B-High Heritage Value

40-54 Class C-Moderate Heritage Value
39-less Class D Low Heritage Value



  

Survey + evaluate = prepare a central register

……….in the form of a balance sheet

But

Bridges are mostly publicly owned, while the reverse is 
true of machinery

And machines are much more numerous.



  

How should we populate our initial list?



  

Survey? 

Unlike the situation with bridges, we cannot send out a team of 

prospectors  to locate and identify them,  because most are not 
immediately accessible. They are on private property.  

We  require permission of the owner to enter the premises and conduct a 

survey. But to list implies to preserve and to preserve implies trouble and 

meddling. There may be reluctance, and survey efforts may even prompt the 

destruction of equipment of interest, to avoid burdens of care or simply the 

costs and distractions of dealing with visitors



  

Nomination rather than survey

 Survey of the Industrial Heritage of Nova Scotia 
(SIANS)



  

'' [SIANS] ... has been designed with several important goals in mind. First and 

foremost, it will enable us to identify little-known sites for which there is 

currently little or no recorded information. Second, it will provide a resource 

for further research into our industrial past, something that will in turn give us 

a better understanding of the historical importance of individual sites 

and of the development of particular industries. Third, the resulting 

knowledge base may be used to argue against the destruction of industrial 

sites… We know, for example, that there have been more than 2,000 lumber 

mills in the province, most of which have disappeared. Without local 
knowledge, it will be difficult or impossible to locate and assess any 

remains of such mills.’’ 



  

Aggregate local knowledge for completeness

The SIANS  appeal is to a wide group of surveyors, whose local 
knowledge is needed to ensure the completeness of the list. 



  

Solicit Nominations by experts for depth

Museum of Sci and Tech Historical Assessments “ identify and 

analyze important concepts, ideas, objects and issues key to the 

historic development of scientific and technological endeavour”, 

within a “Canadian context.” 



  

Ideal and existing

This research eventuates in “Collection assessments”, which begin 

with the composition of an ideal collection. 

This ideal is then compared to the existing, and elements not found 

go on what we may call a wish list.



  

An imaginary candidate



  

Ceremonialism in Rankin           
 from Faiza Zia Kahn blog from Canadian Press



  

The Queen in right of Canada    
from synthstuff blog



  

Sovereignty requires Effective occupation 
Medical services from the Nascopie
photo: George Hunter The Beaver 



  



  

On the Howe Drawing: Mary Cousins 



  

The doctors on the Howe executed a TB 
eradication strategy based on earlier X-ray 
surveys conducted with war surplus portable 
equipment



  

Picker portable army field unit 



  

Great ingenuity 



  



  

The ideal register 

historians post pieces of equipment which their 

researches have led them to consider valuable  



  

Register
actual          ideal 

name

Maker and date of manufacture, 
purchase

Some classification scheme e.g. that 
used by Parks for Historical 
collections

Identified by     survey      Nomination

Owner 

In use             Disused

Location Country province/state

original         Previous

Graphic material 

Documentation
In the ideal / actual register

Assessment       Yes No ongoing

Prepared by            Date etc

Amended by          Date etc



  

Rational pluralism 

historians of all persuasions nominate things they 
judge significant as shown by their researches

 and lay enthusiasts or other specialists nominate 
machines on the basis of their personal 
knowledge or conviction of the thing's history 
and importance 

The result is a democratic, rational pluralism.  



  

From Register to wiki?



  

Provide assistance to the owners of  machinery of 
interest so they may act as the custodians of their own 

history

Much of what interests us is likely to be found on private property 
behind fences.

Ontario Heritage Trust easements are potentially the most 
useful instrument 



  

Summary 

 Do we need a register of historic machinery?

 Yes, so we don't lose historic resources through 
ignorance. Preservation is mindful sacrifice.

 Register for recognition



  

Bring in the state 

  Formal recognition  brings things from the 

private realm into the social arena, where the 

state decides between rival proposals arising in 

civil society – or refuses to decide. 



  

 In the case of historic machinery as with all 
other heritage resources: 

Registration implies evaluation and perhaps 
preservation

Preservation implies reluctance and resistance, 
and the balancing of interests.



  

 Historic machinery might enter lists as the 

“heritage attribute” of a “property of cultural 

heritage value.”  



  

The Form of Recognition

The form of recognition as it appears in current state- approved 
doctrine is that  in principle: 

industrial complexes may be of cultural heritage value. 

The machinery and equipment  contained in those complexes are 

attributes whose integrity should be respected, and which in 

some cases merit preservation for the contribution they may 

make to our understanding of a place, an event or a people.



  

P to M

Start early and bring the preservation to the 

machinery rather than the machinery to the 

preservation, if possible. 

Decontextualized artifacts should be registered, evaluated, and, if 

deemed important, protected.



  

 current owner / first steward 

The best way to place industrial heritage 

resources in  preservation is likely by way of 

easements agreed between the Ontario 

Heritage Trust and the owners while the 

equipment still resides on the premises of an 

operating industrial plant. 
. 



  

Scale up for security?

Big Stuff,  although initially daunting owing to the 

scale of the problems it presents for exhibition 

and conservation, and financing, may in the long 

run offer a good chance of  cost recovery 

precisely because of its size, which can attract 

visitors from a wide area. 



  

 

•  photo: Hari Seldon Wikki Commons
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